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Why Switch Your IT to Office Easy?

It’s a common question we hear everyday. Why? 
Because most don’t see IT as an issue until it is one.
Everyone has a cousin to plug in your computer.   
When there is an IT problem, it is often overwhelming, 
overtaking every other aspect of your business. The

That’s why we love the Office Easy model. As an IT 
managed services provider, we know the problems 
that you could be facing. So, why switch your IT to 
Office Easy? We’ll show you.

Is Your Computer Turned On?
At one time or another, we’ve all been on those 
troubleshooting tech calls. Is your computer plugged 
into the network? Are you connected to the WiFi? Can
we do a remote session? With every new tech you call, 
it feels like you’re starting over.
The problem is, they really don’t know your system. How 
could they? They probably didn’t set it up and have no 
idea what kind of rigged wiring and infrastructure your 

Most businesses do this. They use capital expenses 

assume they’ll work like a charm. But it gets 
complicated. Especially when security is involved. 

The other problem is that the fix never really happens.
Most IT guys are part of the 90% club. Not completly
resolving the technical issues.

What security
software do they have?  The computer they say is slow.
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Our Team of Experts
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Just Think of this:

If IT isn’t driving your company’s innovation, if you aren’t 
using to your technology to meet your business goals, 
then you will be falling short.

Office Easy can change all that. Office Easy makes your 
technology work toward your business goals, not the 
other way around. Whatever industries you want to 
work within, however you want to improve (even those 

Office Easy will drive you there.

69% of surveyed IT 
decision-makers          
now believe that A.I. and Cyber Security
need to be the main forces in driving 
operational excellence in business technology.

- Gartner

Why Switch Your IT to Office Easy?

Shrug Off Responsibility

When you have generic IT support, the weight is all on your 
shoulders. Where’s the need  for speedy work when they  
get paid by the hour? When every call to IT Support will
translates to billable hours, that really puts you in a serious 
precarious position. At that point, you would only call in the 
case of an emergency. And who would blame you?
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With Office Easy, you’ve 
essentially turned your IT 
“
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Why Switch Your IT to Office Easy?

to wait for a technical emergency before you pick up the 
the phone. As a partner in your business, we know your 
your business, your needs, your goals, we are compelled to 
deliver you the best solutions for your needs.

Flatline Your IT Budget
One of the biggest problems with IT is 
the unpredictability in spending. Every 
call results in an unexpected invoice 
that could damage any headway you’ve 

With Office Easy you turn your technology budget  

never surprised with an IT invoice. Now, you can plan 
out growth months and years in advance.

Office Easy provides you a set fee each month. Now, 
we resolve technology issues as quickly as possible - 
they are our  top priority.

Pro Active, Pro Support
With Office Easy, WorkMagic  takes pride in efficiently
solving problems. WorkMagic provides you with flexibility 
in selecting the right level of operations assistance, whether 
you are migrating to the cloud or just need extra help with 
monitoring, incidents, or patch management.

Office Easy takes the burden off of your company.  No need
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THE ADVANTAGE

Cyber 
Security 
License 
Included

Microsoft 
Licensing 
included

Managed 
Threat 

Protection 
Included

Support 
Team 

24/7/365
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New Model for MSP
Our Office Easy takes on the 360-degree responsibility of the entire IT 
operations of the organisation, including 24X7 monitoring, Cyber Security IT 
support on demand as well as problem resolution.

The burden of your technology 
moves to WorkMagic. With 
remote 24/7/365 proactive 
problem solving, we keep your 
business technology running 
smoothly and secure.

OFFICE EASY
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